Hi Lindsay,

A major, internet-wide bug called Heartbleed was recently discovered. Like most tech companies, we have made it our top priority to secure Any.do against it. We have updated our servers and renewed our SSL certificates and want you to know that Any.do is not vulnerable to the bug, and your data with us is safe.

We highly recommend you change your Any.do password, as well as your passwords for all other mobile, tablet, and web apps. Here's how to do it on Any.do:

• Log out of your app
• Click on "Log In"
• Click on "forgot your password?" and create a new password
• Note - if you log in using Facebook or Google, we recommend changing your password on those services as well

Stay safe, work freely, be productive

For more information on this vulnerability, also known as "heartbleed", visit: http://heartbleed.com/